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This study aims to identify research trends related to mathematical understanding and research gaps using 

the Systematic Mapping Study (SMS) method of data collection through Publish or Perish (PoP) software 

to search the initial database on Scopus. Furthermore, the initial data obtained is analyzed using 

VOSviewer software. The number of published articles we selected according to research objectives is 23, 

and we reviewed them using VOSviewer. The level of education in the articles we have reviewed starts from 

elementary, junior high, high school, prospective teachers, and teachers. There are 4 clusters of research 

on mathematical understanding. In cluster 3, there is still space to conduct research related to the growth 

of mathematical understanding in junior high school students because, based on the results of the 

bibliometric analysis, there has not been much research related to the growth of mathematical 

understanding in junior high school students. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Understanding or comprehending knowledge is necessary for teaching and learning activities. 

Understanding is a process of thinking and learning about knowledge. The act of understanding involves 

establishing meaningful connections between information within one’s mind (von Glasersfeld, 1987). 

However, many educators tend to prioritize memorization over understanding in their teaching methods. 

Daud et al. (2006) discovered that conventional approaches like lectures, memorization exercises, Q&A 

sessions, and discussions are still widely employed by teachers. Effectively apply knowledge to new 

situations, comprehending the underlying meaning is crucial. Comprehension entails constructing a 

framework that reflects the interrelationships among various elements of a comprehended concept (Greeno, 

1978, 242-243). Skemp (2006) elaborates on the dual nature of “understanding,” which encompasses both 

relational and instrumental aspects. Relational understanding involves using information to answer the 
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question ‘why’ in a meaningful way by relating it to previous information. Instrumental understanding 

involves achieving results quickly by learning and solving problems easily. While constructing relational 

information is complex and time-consuming, it is easier to remember information and transform it into 

different forms. In this case, students can develop different strategic solutions. Understanding is essential, 

especially in explicit materials such as mathematics. Kilpatrick et al. (2001: 140) state that understanding 

is the ability to comprehend mathematical ideas. 

Mathematics is an essential and beneficial subject in life. It can be mastered well if we understand its 

material. Mathematics is the discipline that encompasses the logical exploration of shape, composition, 

quantity, and the interconnectedness of various concepts (James & James, 1976). Mathematics is considered 

the queen of knowledge, so it is vital to learn and understand. Even though it is a mathematical process, 

other general subjects require math knowledge. Mathematics is closely related to understanding, namely 

mathematical understanding.  

Mathematical understanding can be viewed from two perspectives, encompassing both a process and a 

result. Both in Chinese and English, the term “understanding” has two distinct interpretations: as the present 

participle of the verb “to understand,” signifying the process, and as a gerund functioning as a noun, 

indicating the result or outcome. Some researchers have adopted a process-oriented approach to assess 

mathematical understanding. The issue of comprehending mathematics has garnered significant attention 

from researchers (Masataka, 2010). Empirical evidence demonstrates that numerous students worldwide 

lack a solid grasp of mathematics (Cai, 2017; Li et al., 2008; Torbeyns et al., 2009). Address this challenge, 

mathematical understanding needs to be profound, particularly in terms of relational understanding. 

According to Pirie and Kieren (1992, 1994), mathematical understanding is seen as a continuous and 

dynamic process involving the organization of one’s knowledge structure. Understanding, both 

philosophically and practically, is a highly intricate concept (Sierpinska, 2013). Smith (2000) highlighted 

that the primary objective of educational reform is to assist students in learning mathematics with 

comprehension. The aim of learning mathematics is for students to develop the capacity to understand the 

subject (NCTM, 2000). 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Mathematical Understanding Concept 

Exploring activities related to understanding continues to be a prominent subject in mathematics 

education, with a recognized requirement for improved insights into the development of mathematics 

learning within social environments. (Fransisco, 2012). Understanding is a crucial thing in learning 

mathematics because without a good understanding, learning mathematics will be complex. Hiebert & 

Carpenter (1992) explains many benefits of knowledge gained in learning mathematics with the following 

understanding: a) generative, meaning that knowledge formed from learning outcomes with the 

understanding that at any time can be revived (stimulated). b) meaningful, adjusting the subject matter with 

students’ thinking abilities, enabling more meaningful learning activities. c) strengthens memory and 

reduces the amount of information that has to be memorized. d) facilitating the transfer of learning, the 

transfer occurs in learning with understanding or understanding because there are contextual similarities 

between the new knowledge to be learned and existing knowledge which can quickly be resurrected. e) 

influencing trust, students who learn with understanding will always bring up knowledge that is 

systematically interconnected in a cognitive structure. 

Skemp (2006) classifies understanding into two types: relational and instrumental. Relational 

understanding refers to an individual’s capacity to employ a mathematical procedure that establishes 

connections among different mathematical concepts. On the other hand, instrumental understanding 

pertains to an individual’s ability to utilize a mathematical procedure to solve a problem, without 

necessarily comprehending the underlying reasons behind its application. In other words, students who have 

only instrumental understanding memorize the formula. Students need to understand mathematics 

sufficiently to have both relational and instrumental understanding. Furthermore, mathematical 

understanding is necessary for learning mathematics.  
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Mathematical understanding is a complex phenomenon for children who engage in it (Pirie & Kieren, 

1989). It consists of two axes: (1) the vertical axis, which implies several levels of understanding such as 

relationships and general relationships between mathematical entities, and (2) the horizontal axis, which 

implies intuition, reflection, and analytical understanding that are learned at every level of understanding 

(Masataka, 2010). 

 

Systematic Mapping Study Design 

The research questions in this study are: 

1. How is the publication of mathematical understanding articles spread during the 2005-2022 

period? 

2. How is mathematical understanding related to other fields? 

3. How is the focus of research on mathematical understanding related to educational level? 

4. How is the cluster of mathematical understanding formed (based on VOSviewer analysis)? 

The systematic mapping design used follows that of Agre (2015). A systematic mapping study is similar 

to a systematic review in that it maps topics and synthesizes study results. The process of systematic 

mapping offers a categorization framework for organizing and classifying published research reports and 

their corresponding results. The study presented here includes a related discussion of mathematical 

understanding. Scopus published and indexed articles from 2005 to 2022. The recent interest in researching 

this topic is shown by research trends studied by year of publication and presented in figure 1. 

 

FIGURE 1 

SCOPUS ARTICLE PUBLICATION MATHEMATICAL UNDERSTANDING 

 

 

Inclusion, Search, and Selection 

The inclusion criteria for this study were to discuss mathematical understanding in mathematics 

education. Mathematical understanding is an important topic to discuss with several existing studies. 

Research related to mathematical understanding, for example, on the growth of understanding in 

mathematical problems (Patmaniar, Amin & Sulaiman, 2021). In addition, understanding of mathematics 

with a contextual approach (Bernard, 2019), understanding of mathematics (Sierpinska, 2013), collective 

understanding of mathematics as improvisation (Martin et al., 2006), and the growth of students’ 

mathematical ideas is interconnected with their behavioral patterns. (Warner, 2008). 

There are many databases to search for scientific articles, but in this case, we chose the scopus database, 

an article that is reputable and known almost all over the world. After searching the database using publish 

or perish with the keywords best way to understand math (46 articles), conceptual in math (17 articles), 

conceptual learning in math (31 articles), conceptual math (217 articles), and conceptual understanding in 

math (18 articles). In addition, other keywords are also used, such as conceptual understanding in 

mathematics (9 articles), developing conceptual understanding in mathematics (8 articles), mathematical 

understanding (2 articles), NCTM conceptual understanding (2 articles), procedural understanding in math 

(4 articles), and understand the problem mathematics (5 articles). Furthermore, with other keywords, 

namely understanding basic math (5 articles), basic understanding trigonometry (1 article), understanding 

common core math (1 article), understanding math concepts (8 articles), understanding mathematical proof 
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(3 articles), understanding math (4 articles), and using & understanding mathematics (3 articles). Based on 

the abstract, we first screened all non-education-related publications, followed by a second round of 

screening which removed publications that did not apply to mathematics learning. Furthermore, 23 articles 

presented mathematical understanding to be analyzed and classified. 

 

Categorization Criteria 

We follow the methodology presented in Webster & Watson (2014) to answer the research questions, 

which categorize the focus of concept-centric reviews related to mathematical understanding in learning 

mathematics. The article review provided us with information that made it possible to classify the current 

research on the following dimensions: 

- Mathematical understanding 

- Context 

- Level of education 

- Application 

 

Mathematical Understanding 

 Concerning the categorization of mathematical understanding, we first reviewed a literature review of 

published, conceptual, and existing literature on mathematical understanding (excluding 23 articles 

reporting empirical research). However, we found that there has yet to be a general agreement regarding 

mathematical understanding. Pirie & Kieren (1989) stated that mathematical understanding is a complex 

phenomenon for children who do it. Mathematical understanding is a dynamic mind activity (Koyama, 

1993). Something slightly different was expressed by Martin et al. (2006), collective mathematical 

understanding is a process of creative improvisation that emerges, illustrating how this can be observed in 

action. Mathematical understanding is influenced by the presence of manipulatives within the learning 

environment, along with the utilization of tasks incorporating verbal, graphic, and algebraic representations, 

contributes to the educational experience. (Gülkilika et al., 2015). Mathematical understanding has a 

different meaning because it is related to relationships in other fields, as shown in Figure 2. 

 

FIGURE 2 

RELATIONSHIP MATHEMATICAL UNDERSTANDING AND OTHER FIELDS 

 

 
 

Context 

The context used in various studies in the articles we have obtained is related to utilization of visual 

representations is instrumental in improving the understanding of mathematical notation among college 

students. It states that the context is represented visually in fractions to assist in interpreting what is meant 

to represent fractions (Atagi, 2016), context is a mathematical activity (Pirie, 2000). An understanding of a 

particular context through a seemingly more remote real-world context (Cai & Ding, 2017). The context of 
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the everyday classroom life of prospective teachers seems necessary if prospective teachers can construct 

an understanding to develop new techniques (Borgen, 2006). In addition, using percentage as an operator 

in the context of money by using a double number line as a representation (Wright, 2014) and mathematics 

is presented in the context of problems where real solutions are needed (Martin et al., 2005). 

 

Level of Education 

At the educational level, the articles we reviewed came from different subjects, such as elementary 

school, which was researched by Mcneil (2014), stating that most elementary school students in the United 

States find it difficult to understand mathematical equality in symbolic terms. The study was conducted 

among 61 first- and second-graders in public and private elementary schools in urban Midwestern U.S. 

cities (Fyfe, 2015). In addition, the sixth-grade students in a public primary school in Turkey conducted a 

study (Gokkalp & Bulut, 2018). Data were collected in the third grade of national primary schools 

(Masataka, 2010). Additionally, sixth graders in Canada faced issues in the parallel ethics domain of 

computing (Martin et al., 2006). The authors report that three students who were diagnosed with EBD while 

in college improved three tasks when they were more likely to work. (Tan, 2016). 

Furthermore, a case study of 3 weeks of instruction with eight students aged 12 and 13 has provided 

data (Wright, 2014). Elementary school students’ mathematics learning with CIM, CIH, and CPN shows 

that it contributes to students’ growing mathematical understanding (Martin & Towers, 2015). The 

psychological organization of the second type of children reflects more conceptual groups, and it has a 

better understanding of mathematical equivalent (Chesney et al., 2014). 

In the research of Ibili et al., In junior high school (2019) shows that about 70 AR apprentices have 

been developed to convey the key element of the eighth-grade geometric curriculum, one of which is Tomas 

(14 years). He gave signs of further development of technology. In the independent resettlement of 

independent student Miguel Angel (14 years old) and Matias (12), he was better and exquisite Essence On 

the other hand, Analysis is based on case studies. Middle School students participate in different abilities. 

This case examines combinations of postoperative problems and problem solutions (Warner, 2008). 

Furthermore, Sengual et al. (2017) secondary school students’ mathematical understanding of different 

variables. 

In high school, as in the study, four grade 10 observe student translations, rotations, reflections, and 

expansions in class (Gülkılıka et al., 2015). Other research examines high school students’ knowledge when 

they use backtracking to solve math problems (Patmaniar, Amin & Sulaiman, 2021). 

For prospective teachers, research by Towers and Martin (2014) explored the mechanism of a group of 

prospective teachers who worked on math problems together. We explored entry-level trainee John’s 

understanding of multiplication, fractions, and imperial units of measure as he tried to solve problems 

(Martin et al., 2005). In addition, we provided a detailed account of how students’ comprehension of 

numerical series evolves through their participation in math class assignments (Codes et al., 2013). On the 

other hand, Holm and Kajander (2012) explored pre-service teachers’ initial understanding of mathematics 

and how this understanding is developed during mathematics training for upper-grade elementary school 

teachers. Additionally, we collaborated with students who were in the process of becoming primary school 

teachers (Martin & Towers, 2009). The performance of students showed a notable improvement when they 

were presented with accurate visuals compared to misleading visuals or no visuals at all (Atagi et al., 2016). 

In teachers, the assessment of Oudman et al. (2018) stated that by controlling the availability of 

information that can be used for assessment, the accuracy with which teachers can assess students’ 

conceptual mathematical understanding can be improved. In another study, Chinese mathematics teachers 

believed that comprehension is a network of connections, the result of continuous connections (Cai & Ding, 

2017). For the current study, our specific choice of two teachers was driven by our observations, which 

revealed that both educators exhibited a conceptual orientation. Notably, they actively fostered an 

environment where students were encouraged to openly share their mathematical thinking in class and 

warmly welcomed any questions they had (Reinke et al., 2022). The visualization of mathematical 

understanding based on the educational level in the articles we studied is shown in figure 3. 
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FIGURE 3 
VISUALIZATION OF MATHEMATICAL UNDERSTANDING BASED ON EDUCATIONAL LEVEL 

 

 
 

Application 

Table 1 presents data related to authors, article titles, journal names, journal publishing countries, and 

research focus. We see that the 23 articles we have examined focus on the study of mathematical 

understanding from the elementary, junior high, high school, prospective teachers, and teacher levels. 

Various methods were carried out in research, such as folding back (Pirie Kieren model), using applications, 

teaching lenses, theoretical perspectives, NDP teaching, and potential and practical algorithm procedures. 

Related to the material discussed in the research of the 23 articles we have reviewed are material on 

quadratic equations, percentages, geometry, fractions, geometric transformations, number properties, 

arithmetic series, number patterns, and multiplication of natural numbers. More details can be seen in Table 

1. 

 

TABLE 1  

ARTICLES AND RESEARCH FOCUS 

 

Author Article Title Journal Country 
Research Focus on Mathematical 

Understanding 

Reinke, 

Stephan, 

Civak, & 

Casto (2022) 

 

Teachers’ press 

for contextualization 

to ground students’ 

mathematical 

understanding 

of ratio 

Journal of 

Mathematics 

Teacher 

Education 

•  

Netherlands We recognize the importance of a 

particular teacher movement that is 

promoting a contextualized approach 

aimed at explicitly grounding 

students’ use of representations on 

their commonsense understandings 

problem context. 

Patmaniar, 

Amin, & 

Sulaiman, 

(2021) 

Students’ growing 

understanding in 

solving mathema-

tics problems based 

on gender: 

elaborating folding 

back 

• Journal on 

Mathematics 

Education  

 

Indonesia Assessing the level of knowledge of 

high school students in solving math 

problems using the folding back 

method. 

Ibili, 

Resnyansky, 

& 

Billinghurst 

(2019) 

Applying the 

technology 

acceptance model to 

understand math 

teachers’ 

perceptions towards 

Education and 

information 

Technologies 

Turkey & 

Australia 

The study aimed to evaluate the 

acceptance rate of math teachers and 

investigate the effectiveness of the 

Augmented Reality Geometry 

Tutorial System (ARGTS), a mobile 

application utilizing augmented reality 

9

32

6

3

Mathematical Understanding by Education Level

Elementary school Junior high school High school

Prospective Teacher Teacher
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Author Article Title Journal Country 
Research Focus on Mathematical 

Understanding 

an augmented 

reality tutoring 

system 

(AR) technology. The purpose was to 

enhance students’ 3D geometric 

reasoning skills. 

Gokalp & 

Bulut (2018) 

 

 

A New Form of 

Understanding 

Maps: Multiple 

Representations 

with Pirie and 

Kieren Model of 

Understanding 

International 

Journal of 

Innovation in 

Science and 

Mathematics 

Education 

Turkey The objective of the study was to 

enhance the mapping capabilities of 

the Pirie and Kieren models by 

exploring the incorporation of 

multiple representations, with the aim 

of improving the conceptual 

understanding and performance in 

rendering mathematical concepts. 

Oudman, 

Van de Pol, 

Bakker, 

Moerbeek, & 

Van Gog 

(2018) 

Effects of different 

cue types on the 

accuracy of primary 

school teachers’ 

judgments of 

students’ 

mathematical 

understanding 

Teaching and 

Teacher 

Education 

The 

Netherlands 

By examining the availability effect 

cuetype, the study sought to gain a 

deeper understanding of how teacher 

assessment accuracy can be enhanced. 

Cai & Ding 

(2017) 

On mathematical 

understanding: 

perspectives of 

experienced Chinese 

mathematics 

teachers 

Journal of 

Mathematics 

Teacher 

Education 

United States Investigate the views of experienced 

Chinese mathematics teachers on 

understanding mathematics. 

Tan (2016) Developing 

mathematical 

understanding and 

students with 

emotional and 

behavioural 

disorders: a review 

of the literature 

Emotional and 

Behavioural 

Difficulties 

United States The study examined existing 

mathematics research interventions 

for students with EBD using a 

pedagogical understanding lens. 

Atagi, 

Dewolf, 

Stigler, & 

Johnson 

(2016) 

The role of visual 

representations in 

college students’ 

understanding of 

mathematical 

notation 

Journal of 

Experimental 

Psychology: 

Applied 

United States Develop an understanding of fractions 

involving the relationship between 

non-symbolic visual representations 

and symbolic representations. 

Fyfe, McNeil, 

& Borjas 

(2015) 

Benefits of 

“concreteness 

fading” for 

children’s 

mathematics 

understanding 

Learning and 

Instruction 

United States Exploring concrete fading techniques 

which involve transitioning from 

concrete materials to abstract 

symbols, educators can facilitate 

children in expanding their knowledge 

beyond conventional teaching 

methods. 

Gulkilik, 

Ugurlu, & 

Yuruk (2015) 

Examining 

Students’ 

Mathematical 

Understanding of 

Geometric 

Transformations 

Kuram Ve 

Uygulamada 

Egitim 

Bilimleri 

Turkey The study analyzed grade X Students’ 

mathematical comprehension of 

geometric transformations progressed 

within a reliable and supportive 

environment that incorporated 

multiple representations. 
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Author Article Title Journal Country 
Research Focus on Mathematical 

Understanding 

Using the Pirie-

Kieren Model. 

McNeil 

(2014) 

A change-resistance 

account of 

children’s 

difficulties 

understanding 

mathematical 

equivalence 

Child 

Development 

Perspectives 

United States The role of the early learning 

environment in shaping and hindering 

developmental misunderstandings 

enhances understanding of 

fundamental mental processes 

involved in mathematical reasoning 

Towers & 

Martin 

(2014) 

Building 

Mathematical 

Understanding 

Through Collective 

Property Noticing 

Canadian 

Journal of 

Science, 

Mathematics 

and 

Technology 

Education 

Canada A group of trained teachers work 

together to teach math concepts by 

combining individual contributions to 

create a collective image. 

Lyndon, 

Martin & 

Towers 

(2014) 

Growing 

mathematical 

understanding 

through Collective 

Image Making, 

Collective Image 

Having, and 

Collective Property 

Noticing 

Educational 

Studies in 

Mathematics 

Canada Formulate theoretical frameworks 

aimed at describing and elucidating 

the development of collective 

mathematical understanding. 

Wright 

(2014) 

Frequencies as 

proportions: Using a 

teaching model 

based on Pirie and 

Kieren’s model of 

mathematical 

understanding 

Mathematics 

Education 

Research 

Journal 

Australia The NDP teaching model can be 

flexibly applied to teaching with 

appropriate attention to desired 

outcomes of action through images 

and the use of images to develop 

general numerical attributes. 

Chesney, 

McNeil, 

Matthews, 

Byrd, 

Petersen, 

Wheeler, 

Fyfe, & 

Dunwiddie 

(2014) 

Organization 

matters: Mental 

organization of 

addition knowledge 

relates to 

understanding math 

equivalence in 

symbolic form 

Cognitive 

Development 

United States Children tend to mentally organize 

their additional knowledge around 

conceptually related groupings. This 

helps them develop a better 

understanding of mathematical 

equivalence. 

Codes, 

Astudillo, 

Martin, & 

Perez (2013) 

Growth in the 

understanding of 

infinite numerical 

series: a glance 

through the Pirie 

and Kieren theory 

International 

Journal of 

Mathematical 

Education in 

Science and 

Technology 

Spain During a mathematical educational 

task related to the concept of sequence 

of numbers, students’ mathematical 

understanding develops as they learn 

how to identify patterns and 

relationships between numbers. 

Holm & 

Kajander 

(2012) 

‘I Finally Get It!’: 

Developing 

mathematical 

understanding 

during teacher 

education 

International 

Journal of 

Mathematical 

Education in 

Science and 

Technology 

Canada Exploring pre-service teachers’ initial 

understanding of mathematics and 

how understanding is developed 

during mathematics training for 

upper-grade elementary school 

teachers. 
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Author Article Title Journal Country 
Research Focus on Mathematical 

Understanding 

Koyama 

(2010) 

A Research On The 

Validity And 

Effectiveness Of the 

“Two-Axes Process 

Model” Of 

Understanding 

Mathematics At the 

Elementary School 

Level 

Hiroshima 

journal of 

mathematics 

education 

 

Japan Test the validity and effectiveness of 

biaxial understandings of 

mathematical process models as 

useful and effective frameworks for 

mathematics teachers means to 

evaluate whether these models are 

helpful for teachers in teaching 

mathematics 

Martin & 

Towers 

(2009) 

Improvisational 

coactions and the 

growth of collective 

mathematical 

understanding 

Research in 

Mathematics 

Education 

United States Collective mathematical 

understanding is when people work 

together to understand math better. 

Warner 

(2008) 

How do students’ 

behaviors relate to 

the growth of their 

mathematical ideas? 

The Journal of 

Mathemati-cal 

Behavior 

United States Examine the correlation between 

student behavior and the 

developmental progression of 

mathematical ideas. thought (using the 

Pirie-Kieren model). 

Romero & 

Mari (2006) 

Assessing 

understanding in 

mathematics: steps 

towards an 

operative model 

For the 

learning of 

Mathematics 

Spain The complexity of the diagnosis and 

assessment of understanding in 

mathematics and the potential and 

practical application of written 

algorithmic procedures for 

multiplying natural numbers. 

Martin, 

Towers, & 

Pirie (2006) 

Collective 

Mathematical 

Understanding as 

Improvisation 

Mathemati-cal 

Thinking and 

Learning 

United States 

 

Exploring how people understand 

math and how they can work together 

to understand it better 

Martin, 

LaCroix, & 

Fownes 

(2005) 

Folding Back and 

the Growth of 

Mathematical 

Understanding in 

Workplace 

Training. 

Adults 

learning 

mathematics 

an 

international 

journal 

United States, 

Canada, & 

Canada 

An exploration of the growth of 

understanding of mathematics in 

various construction trade training 

programs. 

 

Mapping Study Results 

This section outlines the distribution of published works based on each classification criterion. It is 

based on the results of the Vosviewer analysis in Figure 3. 

In Figure 4, the VOSviewer visualization shows the clustering of mathematical understanding research 

in learning mathematics. Cluster 1 (dark green), related to components of mathematical understanding that 

are integrated or identified as mathematics learning products, such as mathematical equality, can be 

overcome by understanding concepts (McNeil, 2014). A contrast is when students in abstract conditions 

are asked to write down math problems (Fyfe, McNeil, & Borjas, 2015). Understanding grows through a 

dynamic and active process that encompasses the development of action (Patmaniar, Amin, & Sulaiman, 

2021). When students understand geometric shapes, it helps them understand math better (Gulkilik, Ugurlu, 

& Yuruk, 2015). Understanding the math helps students solve problems correctly and vice versa (Tan, 

2016). When students don’t know something, it can make it harder to learn related concepts (Wright, 2014). 

If students think about their own ideas while helping a friend with math problems, they can improve their 

own understanding (Warner, 2008). 
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FIGURE 4 

RESEARCH CLUSTERING 

 

 
 

Cluster 2 (yellow) is related to the prospective teacher’s mathematical understanding knowledge related 

to assessment and the types of actions that are effective in learning, namely the types of actions and learning 

mathematics that are visible and occur when groups of students work together on some mathematics 

material (Martin & Towers, 2009). The accuracy of teacher assessments in the meta-analysis of teacher 

assessments was measured by asking teachers about student ratings (Oudman et al., 2018). Subject matter 

knowledge for mathematics teachers has been the concern of many researchers in trying to produce effective 

elementary school teacher candidates (Holm & Kajander, 2012). 

In cluster 3 (blue), students’ mathematical understanding of a topic can be identified by understanding 

each stage of their understanding. Many students need help understanding mathematical similarities 

(McNeil, 2014). The relationship between students’ preferences in using various representations and the 

achievement level of understanding the multiplication of fractions (Gokalp & Bulut, 2018). On the other 

hand, there are three different levels to consider mathematics in the work world: skill level, understanding 

level, and identity level (Martin, LaCroix, & Fownes, 2005). The Pirie-Kieren theory offers a framework 

for examining the involvement of participants in revisiting prior understandings during the process of 

comprehending mathematics (Patmaniar, Amin, & Sulaiman, 2021). Within this cluster, there remains an 

opportunity to conduct research focusing on the development of mathematical understanding among junior 

high school students. Based on the analysis, there is a limited amount of research pertaining to the growth 

of mathematical understanding specifically in this student demographic. 

In cluster 4 (light green) mathematical understanding is related to understanding concepts, namely 

children who can mentally gain additional conceptual knowledge related to grouping numbers will more 

easily understand mathematical equations (Chesney, McNeil, Matthews, Byrd, Petersen, Wheeler, Fyfe, & 

Dunwiddie, 2014). Cai and Ding (2017) stated that mathematical understanding is an ongoing and dynamic 

process involving the organization of knowledge structures. Wright (2014:105) suggests that the numeracy 

development program (NDP) instructional model operates under the premise that teacher actions play a 

crucial role in guiding learners’ advancement through various levels of mathematical understanding. The 

model consists of three layers: use of materials, use of images, and use of digital attributes, emphasizing 

appropriate representation choices for teachers and students using images and attributes. It uses levels of 

numerical attributes and asks students questions in symbolic language (Wright, 2014). In addition, 

questions have been prepared to check students’ initial comprehension level can be assessed by evaluating 

their capacity to apply concepts related to oral, graphical, and mathematical algebraic representations in the 

context of geometric transformations (Gulkilik, Ugurlu, & Yuruk, 2015). 
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CONCLUSION 

 

Based on the results of an analysis of the distribution of Scopus article publications related to 

mathematical understanding during the 2005-2022 period, mathematical understanding is still a research 

trend. The number of publications we have selected according to research objectives is 23. We reviewed 

them using VOSviewer, the word mathematical understanding is related to conceptual knowledge, 

mathematical problems, mathematics students, material for addition, multiplication, division, number 

patterns, percentages, fractions, geometric transformations, quadratic equations, triangles, arithmetic, and 

mathematical notation. The level of education raised in the research that we have examined starts from 

elementary school with nine articles, junior high school with three articles, high school with two articles, 

prospective teachers with six articles, and teachers with two articles. There are 4 clusters of research on 

mathematical understanding. Namely, cluster 1 is related to components of mathematical understanding 

that are integrated or identified as products of learning mathematics. Cluster 2 relates to prospective 

teachers’ mathematical understanding knowledge related to assessment and types of actions that are 

effective in learning; cluster 3 relates to students’ mathematical understanding of a material at each layer 

of understanding; Cluster 4 mathematical understanding relates to conceptual understanding. In cluster 3, 

based on the findings of bibliometric analysis, limited research exists on the development of mathematical 

understanding among junior high school students, indicating a gap in current knowledge. Consequently, 

there is an opportunity for further research in this area to enhance our understanding of how mathematical 

understanding evolves in students at the junior high school level. 
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